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INSTEAD OF A PRESENTATION on what life
could be like after a workplace injury,
one company had its employees get a
first-hand glimpse.

Versacold Logis-
tics and EV Logistics,
a Delta, B.C.-based
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
company, had its
employees partici-
pate in events to
show them what their
favourite leisure
activities might be
like without full
mobility. Employees played one-
handed hockey slap shot, eye-patch
basketball and one-legged golf
putting.

Versacold’s safety program, which
also includes traditional elements like
evacuation drills and health seminars,
was meant to give staff some insight,
said Mike Stephens, OHS manager,
Western Canada Versacold Logistics.

“The staff really enjoyed the
chance to participate in these activi-
ties,” he said. “Making the activities
fun enabled them to gain some per-
spective into consequences of unsafe
acts, and we were able to get a lot
more interest and participation from
the staff.”

Versacold was rewarded for its
efforts with the honour of best overall
winner in the British Columbia North
American Occupational Safety and

Health (NAOSH) Week and Canadian
Society of Safety Engineering (CSSE)
Achievement Recognition awards.
The company also received an hon-
ourable mention in the Canadian
national competition.

The events
were planned
by volunteers
— Versacold
calls them
NAOSH cham-
pions — who
come up with
ideas for the
events, then
work with man-

agement to roll them out, said
Stephens.

“The champions have some really
innovative and creative ideas for
safety week,” he said.

“And who better to spark the inter-
ests of their coworkers than their
peers.”

Like many medium to large size
companies in Canada, Versacold has a
good written safety program, said
Stephens.

“What really makes the difference
is the strong focus from our executive
and the management teams at each of
our warehouses to create safe work-
places,” he said.

Since first participating in safety
and health week in 2006, the company
has reduced its time-loss accidents by
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Workers at award-winning B.C. firm play
one-handed hockey, eye-patch basketball
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MORE THAN 30 YEARS AGO, Wolfgang
Zimmerman suffered a spinal cord
injury in a workplace logging acci-
dent. At 20 years old, his forestry
career came to an abrupt end.

Today, Zimmerman is a champion
for workplace health and safety man-
agement and executive director of
the National Institute of Disability
Management and Research
(NIDMAR).

The organization led the opening
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New institution to open
soon in British Columbia

“The champions have some
really innovative and creative
ideas for safety week. And
who better to spark the

interests of their coworkers
than their peers.”
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QUESTION: What are my health and
safety responsibilities when employ-
ees are travelling for business but are
out socially after hours?

ANSWER: For many businesses, it is
not unusual for a worker travelling
for business to socialize with clients,
colleagues and business prospects.

It may be encouraged or even
expected.

In these cases, while the interac-
tions may be after hours and social in
nature, the worker is still “working.”
Therefore, if that worker somehow
finds himself injured, threatened or
harassed, the employer may be liable
under occupational health and safety
legislation.

However, if the individual is
merely out by himself or meeting
with friends, he is not likely to be con-
sidered a “worker” pursuant to the
relevant legislation.

What is the basis for our answer?
And how can an employee best
protect itself from liability?

Each Canadian jurisdiction has its
own occupational health and safety
legislation, the language and require-
ments of which vary to some extent.
However, a constant among the juris-
dictions is the requirement an
employer take every “precaution rea-
sonable in the circumstances” to
protect the health and safety of its
workers.

As well, most jurisdictions require
an employer to ensure every worker
is protected from violence and/or
harassment in a workplace.

An employer that fails to take all
reasonable precautions to protect the
safety of a worker may be subject to a
compliance order and/or charges and
prosecution for an offence under the
applicable occupational health and
safety legislation.

To understand an employer’s
potential liability in situations where
a worker is travelling, it is important

to first consider how courts define
the terms “worker” and “workplace”.
In Ontario, “worker” is defined as “a
person who performs work or sup-
plies services for monetary compen-
sation.”

“Workplace” is defined as “any
land, premises, location or thing at,
upon, in or near which a worker
works.”

Hence, the “workplace” effectively
moves with a travelling worker.

This “moving workplace” creates
additional challenges for employers.
Whereas for most employers, the
dangers inherent within its own
place of business are readily appar-
ent and predictable, the same cannot
be said when a worker is travelling
for business.

In the latter case, the worker is
generally unsupervised and the
dangers, if any, are unknown or
unpredictable.

Therefore, the reality of the situa-
tion is employers do not have as
much control over workers when
they travel for business purposes.

So, how can an employer best
protect itself and its workers?

Employers should provide travel-
ling workers with proper guidelines
and tools so expectations are clear
and workers are equipped to handle a
variety of unexpected situations.

This might include:
•creating policies and procedures

specifically for travelling workers
•ensuring policies and procedures

address the employer’s expectations
regarding: standard working hours
(even while travelling); whether
dining and socializing with clients is
expected or encouraged; what to do if
the worker is not comfortable in a
given circumstance and tips on what
to do if the worker finds himself in a
harassing, threatening or dangerous
situation.

•carrying out ongoing and up-to-
date training for travelling workers
to ensure they can recognize risks
and/or threats of violence; and know
how to respond

•instituting a protocol whereby

OHS responsibilities when employees travel
What are my responsibilities when employees are out socially after hours?
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EDITORIAL: Have a question you’d
like tackled by one of our experts?
Or a story idea for Canadian Safety
Reporter? Send it to editor Melissa
Mancini at melissa.mancini@
thomsonreuters.com or call (416)
298-5141 ext. 2639.

ADVERTISING: To advertise in Cana-
dian Safety Reporter, contact
Melanie Flores at melanie.flores@
thomsonreuters.com or call (416)
298-5198.
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Employers should provide
travelling workers with proper

guidelines and tools so
expectations are clear

and workers are equipped to
handle a variety

of unexpected situations.
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Conversation changes when human
resources gets involved in conflict

each travelling worker has a direct
contact he can reach 24 hours a day,
or a “check in” system whereby the
worker is required to contact the
employer at certain times, even if by
email

•making known an emergency
number the worker can call if a threat-
ening or violent situation occurs

In summary, an employer’s respon-
sibility for a worker who travels for
business and engages in after-hour

social activities related to business is
no different than for a worker who
remains in the workplace.

However, with proper policies, pro-
cedures and training, an employer can
put itself in the best position to
protect itself and its workers.

Michael Sherrard and Carissa Tanzola
are lawyers with Sherrard Kuzz LLP, a
management-side employment and
labour law firm in Toronto. Michael and
Carissa can be reached at (416) 603-
0700 or (416) 420-0738 or by visiting
www.sherrardkuzz.com.

lution becomes less likely.
It is at those times one has to re-

evaluate and weigh options for going
forward.

Involving HR

When appropriate, it’s always
better if two parties
can resolve an
issue together
before involving
human resources.

When an issue
makes its way to
HR, the conversa-
tion changes, out-
comes tend to be
very different and
options limited.

Conflict resolution techniques can
produce win-win outcomes.

However, involving a third party to
appoint a decision can leave one or
both people involved feeling unhappy
with the final outcome.

In addition, any growth or interper-
sonal understanding that could poten-

tially be gained during the resolution
process will be lost.

There will always be conflict in our
personal and professional lives.

Knowing how to manage and cope
when it occurs will lead to calmer,
healthier and more productive work-
places.

An organization will be at its best
when it has other
policies and
support mecha-
nisms in place for
staff so they feel
equipped to deal
with situations of
all types.

Lori Lane is a
workplace learning
and performance
specialist with

Workplace Safety and Prevention Ser-
vices (WSPS). WSPS operates under the
Health and Safety Ontario banner and
provides industry-specific health and
safety products, training and consulting
services to 154,000 businesses in
Ontario’s agricultural, manufacturing
and service sectors.
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An organization will be at its
best when it has other
policies and support

mechanisms in place for staff
so that they feel equipped to

deal with situations
of all types.

Check-in process helps ensure safety
of employees when they travel


